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Aqualisa
Electric shower

Award-winning British shower manufacturer 
Aqualisa worked with PDD, its long term innovation 
partner to develop Quartz Electric - an electric 
shower with a difference.  Launched in 2007, 
Quartz Electric was awarded a distinction for high 
quality design in the 2008 Design Zentrum Red Dot 
Awards. 

Challenge
Electric showers are frequently considered as 
uninspiring boxes on the bathroom wall; PDD 
was briefed to develop the visual language for 
Quartz Electric to complement the new platform’s 
user friendly technical features and up the ante 
in design appeal. It needed to fit with the brand 
values of the Quartz Collection, to be installer 
friendly, consumer friendly and to echo the design 
cues of the Quartz range.

Solution
Initially the design team explored key technical, 
visual and interaction principles within a series 
of concept designs which were appraised with 
Aqualisa.   The main issue to emerge at this first 
review was centred on marketing concerns that 
the unit looked so simple that the consumer may 
perceive it as a low end product. The product 
engine also required a sizeable volume which 
presented challenges around visual weight and 
proportional detailing. 

Subsequent design activity focused on the 
development of a visual language that conveyed 
value through simplicity and refinement more 
commonly found at the premium end of the 
market.

From the beginning of the project, PDD was 
battling against the popular perception that the 
more lights, buttons and dials a shower has, the 
better it must be.   The Quartz Electric bucks the 
trend and the restrained approach to the shower’s 
external detailing adds premium appeal and 
complements the intelligence of the product’s 
functionality.

PDD produced full size visual models– with the 
team taking extra care to bring even small details, 
such as the shower’s distinctive blue halo lighting– 
to life.  Ultimately, this attention to detail resulted 
in a shower that has not only exceeded the 
expectations of the design brief, but established a 
new benchmark for electric showering. 

Results
Increase in Market Share
Quartz Electric’s visual appeal is in perfect harmony 
with the shower’s functionality and has gone on to 
help Aqualisa more than double its market share of 
electric showers. Numbers of outlets carrying the 
product also increased by over 50%.’

Changes in Consumer Perception
The design team went through a concentrated 
process of refining, rather than elaborating the 
detailing and user-centric features of the product. 
This approach has resulted in an electric shower 
that sets a new benchmark for the bathroom 
industry.  Quartz Electric’s restrained appearance 
adds premium appeal, complements the product’s 
advanced showering performance and does not 
compromise user friendliness – something for 
which Aqualisa is renowned. 

“PDD is a trusted and long-term partner and by working with us at a relatively early stage in the 
development of Quartz Electric, they were able to deliver an aesthetic solution for the shower that 
successfully paid attention to specific detail dictated by the shower’s target market.  The design 
also manages to reflect the overall sophistication of the shower’s technology, which has effectively 
established a new benchmark for electric showering.”

- Simon Greenstreet, Marketing and Sales Director, Aqualisa. 


